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Is your conservatory 
ready for spring?
Now that Spring is finally here, we can look forward to 
the lighter nights as well as enjoying the sun again.

However, with the changing temperature, preparations 

need to be made to make the most of the warmer weather, 

and if you have a conservatory then that’s the place to 

start as this becomes the most popular room during 

Spring and Summer. At Phantom Screens we have a 

range of products that will update your conservatory  

and keep you cool during these seasons.

When it comes to the warmer temperatures of spring and 

summer, flies that come through the window can cause 

annoyance when you simply want to enjoy the fresh 

breeze. Phantom fly screens allow the sights, sounds 

and smells of the outdoors to refresh your interior whilst 

keeping insects, UV rays, autumn foliage and even light 

rain at bay.

Imagine being able to enjoy a good book and a fresh 

spring breeze in your conservatory without the fear of 

insects or perhaps holding an al fresco dinner party 

without pesky wasps buzzing around the food.

Phantom Screens are also a great way to stop your 

conservatory from overheating. Conservatories often 

http://www.phantom-fly-screens.co.uk/fly-screens-for-doors
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get too warm in the summer, yet opening the doors up 

brings along insects. This is why we also offer a range of 

products for single and double conservatory doors and 

windows so you can really let the air flood in. For larger 

openings or contemporary glazed spaces, our power 

screens offer solar control and glare management, as 

well as preventing insect ingress.

Our standard fly screens are suited to most door and 

window types and let you feel closer to the garden, so 

you can enjoy the sounds and smells of Spring with the 

comfort of the indoors. Phantom Screens are also easy 

to tie in with your interior design as they can be finished 
in any RAL colour. Plus they’re a great way to give your 

conservatory a new lease of life.

If your conservatory has a larger opening, we also  

offer a range of larger screens that can help you to 

create the perfect balance between outdoor living  

and indoor comfort.

Engineered to the highest standards, our pleated  

Distinction screens for large openings and our Executive 

power screens can be installed in all oversized openings. 

The screens allows you to enjoy the view and let fresh air 

into your home whilst keeping unwelcome visitors and 

the sun’s rays at bay.

Our larger screens are ideal for bi-folding doors, allowing 

you to open a whole side of the conservatory directly 

onto the garden whilst making full use of the room.

To find out more about Phantom fly screens for your 
conservatory, please visit our contact us page.

Left: Fly screen fitted  
behind a roller blind. 

Top right: Legacy  

fly screen for doors.

Bottom right: Serene  

fly screen for windows.
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